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Abstract: Persistence is necessary for learning, yet students have difficulty persisting at
academic tasks, especially when faced with challenge. One context where students seem to
persist is gameplay. This paper investigates whether an educational computer programming
game can enhance student persistence and learning. Students were assigned to play either the
Full version of a game, or a Minimal version of the game that ablated several common game
features. Contrary to our hypotheses, we found that students who played the Full Game
persisted less at challenging tasks, wrote less challenging code during gameplay, and were less
willing to learn more about coding in the future. Ultimately, players of the Full Game also
learned less than students who played the Minimal Game. Results suggest that certain design
features of educational games can negatively impact a player’s approach to challenging learning
tasks, which in turn can negatively impact learning.
Keywords: games, computer programing, persistence, self-efficacy, challenge-seeking

Introduction

Persistence is critical for learning, yet students frequently fail to persist enough for real learning to occur, often
giving up when academic tasks become too challenging (Chase, 2013; Diener & Dweck, 1978). Though students
struggle to persist in academic contexts, they seem more willing to persist while playing video games. Children
and adolescents spend an average of 90 mins/day playing video games (Rideout et al., 2010), and over half of
adolescents find online games “addictive” (Yee, 2006). These statistics suggest that children are persistent during
gameplay even though failure occurs often during gameplay, and people find failure uncomfortable (Juul, 2013).
Furthermore, a study by Ventura, Shute and Zhao (2013) showed that adult subjects who reported playing video
games frequently spent more time attempting to solve an impossible task. These results suggest that educational
video games might be a context where students could develop persistent behaviors, which in turn could benefit
learning. Still, while educational games might promote student persistence, there is little direct evidence that
games enhance persistence during challenging tasks. Furthermore, little empirical research explains how games
promote persistence more generally, making it difficult to ascertain what game-like elements, if any, might help
students persist during or outside of gameplay.
One way in which games might promote player persistence is by increasing motivation. Many argue that
games foster high intrinsic motivation or enjoyment (Habgood & Ainsworth, 2011; Lepper & Malone, 1987;
Dickey, 2007; Fernandez, 2008), so children want to keep playing even when the game gets challenging. For
instance, work on self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000) suggests that games promote intrinsic
motivation because they satisfy needs for competency, relatedness, and autonomy through common game
elements like the use of fantasy, structured rules and goals, sensory stimuli, challenge, mystery, and control (Ryan,
Rigby, & Przybylski, 2006; Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell 2002; Birk & Mandryk, 2013). Other work suggests that
games can launch players into a state of flow where they feel completely immersed in gameplay
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), perhaps by providing clear goals, immediate feedback, and a sense of autonomy
(Cowley, Charles, Black, & Hickey, 2008; Chen, 2007; Sweetser , Wyeth, 2005). However, these motivational
theories focus mostly on how game elements make gameplay enjoyable. Persistence in the face of challenging
tasks may be more related to students’ perceptions of their own competence.
We take a novel viewpoint in this paper by proposing that games promote persistence by increasing selfefficacy (Bandura,1993; Ketelhut, 2007), a feeling of competence for a task that is enhanced by experiences of
success and diminished by experiences of failure. While some findings are mixed (Schunk, 1989, 1991), many
studies have demonstrated the link between high self-efficacy and persistence in problem solving (Relich, Debus,
& Walker, 1986), writing (McCarthy, Meier, & Rinderer, 1985; Pajares & Johnson, 1994; Schunk, 2003), coping
behavior (Bandura, 1977), and even the pursuit of scientific majors (Lent, Brown, & Larkin, 1984). However, the
literature has yet to review how self-efficacy affects persistence during video gameplay. We argue that games
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enhance self-efficacy by altering players’ perceptions of success and failure. For instance, games may enhance
self-efficacy by providing challenges that gradually increase in difficulty over time, in line with the player’s ability
and progress, providing learners with a series of more and more impressive successes (Przybylski, Rigby, and
Ryan, 2010). Moreover, players may view failure in games as acceptable and normal since it is “just a game,”
whereas failure in school contexts where the stakes are higher can be discouraging (Litts & Ramirez, 2014).
Finally, games provide functional feedback in the form of metrics like badges and points. Past work shows that
performance feedback after success and failure can improve student self-efficacy (Bandura, 1993; Vallerand &
Reid, 1984). Therefore, there seem to be many common game features that could boost players’ self-efficacy for
gameplay, which in turn could promote student persistence at game challenges. However, limited empirical
research links self-efficacy to persistence in the context of an educational game.
By promoting persistence, games could lead students to learn deeply. While still a hotly contested topic
(Hilton & Honey, 2011), several recent meta-analyses have concluded that educational games enhance learning
over standard instructional activities (Wouters et al., 2013; Clark, Tanner-Smith, & May, 2013). Perhaps these
games are more effective than traditional instruction because they promote students’ self-efficacy at in-game
learning tasks, which enhances persistence at challenging learning tasks and ultimately improves learning.
We believe that educational games are particularly well suited for teaching academic content that is
highly iterative, where students face a lot of failure during the learning process and persistence is necessary for
success. One such domain is computer programming, as coding requires students to effectively debug code that
fails to function properly (Papert, 1980; Pea & Kurland, 1984b). The plethora of recent commercially developed
games that aim to teach computer programming such as CodeSpark, Code Combat, Space Chem, and many others
supports the notion that games might be a good avenue for teaching computer programming.
In this paper, we ask whether an educational game can enhance persistence at challenging, iterative
learning tasks in comparison to a learning environment with few game features. Students played one of two
versions of a game designed to teach computer programming: a Full Game and a Minimal Game (Figure 1). The
Full Game was a commercially available educational puzzle game about computer programming with typical
game features; the Minimal Game contained identical scaffolding and content but was stripped of many game
features that we hypothesized would affect student self-efficacy and therefore student persistence in turn.
We hypothesized that the Full Game would promote more persistence, particularly in the face of
challenge, which would lead to greater learning. We also predicted that Full Game players would have higher
self-efficacy for coding and that self-efficacy would be associated with more persistence at a challenging task.
Finally, we hypothesized that players of the Full Game would have greater intrinsic motivation for gameplay. Our
results supported the link between persistence and learning but did not support the link between self-efficacy and
those constructs. Results also suggested that some features of the Full Game were detrimental to both persistence
and learning, perhaps by discouraging challenge-seeking behaviors.

Methods
Participants

Thirty-seven fifth grade students (54.1% female) were recruited from an urban charter school after-school
program. Prior to the study, 89% of participants had no programming experience; the rest had less than a month’s
worth of programming experience.

Design

Students were randomly assigned to the Full Game condition (n=18) or the Minimal Game condition (n=19). Both
games used block-based code, similar to Scratch (Maloney et al., 2010). In each game level, students solved
problems by writing code to navigate an agent over obstacles and reach a goal. Both games contained identical
problems and hints. However, the Full Game contained additional standard game features such as a narrative
story, high quality graphics, and sound. Additionally, the Full Game highlighted successful or failed attempts at
a game level by displaying messages like “OOPS” or “Missed It” after a failure or having the character smile or
jump after a success. The Full Game also provided performance metrics in the form of points and stars at the end
of each level. Students could earn one, two, or three stars depending on how many hints they asked for, and how
many coding blocks they used (where fewer is better) to complete a problem. Finally, the Full Game provided
purely fun “bonus” levels where students could collect jellybeans or shoot down asteroids instead of solving
coding problems.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of a typical level in the Full Game (left) and the same level in the Minimal Game (right).

Procedure

Each student participated in the study for five, 40-minute sessions: a pretest session, two gameplay sessions, a
challenge session, and a posttest session. In the pretest session, students took a survey of their self-efficacy for
coding followed by a brief paper pretest of their coding knowledge. In the two gameplay sessions, students played
the game individually on iPads. In the next session, students attempted an impossible coding challenge (the
challenge task). Finally, in the posttest session, all students were given a survey assessing their self-efficacy for
coding and their intrinsic motivation for the game, followed by a paper posttest and a then a measure of persistence
at future coding.

Measures

Prior programming knowledge and ability was measured by a paper-based pretest consisting of four test items on
constructing code, interpreting code, and planning, a relevant skill to programming (Pea & Kurland, 1984a).
Learning outcomes were measured by a 16-question paper-based posttest that assessed programming skills such
as conceptualizing, writing, interpreting, and debugging code.
Persistence in the face of failure was measured by the time students voluntarily spent on the challenge
task without giving up. The challenge task was an impossible, novel level embedded in the game the students
were playing, and therefore had all the challenge level had all the same features of a typical level from each
respective game (Full or Minimal). The challenge level was locked prior to the challenge task day, so students
could not access the challenge level during the first two days of gameplay. Students were told that to complete
the challenge level, they had to solve the challenge task using no more than a certain number of blocks.
Unbeknownst to the students, this number of blocks was less than the minimum required to successfully solve the
problem. As a result, students experienced failure at every attempt; even when students thought that they solved
the problem, they were told by the researchers that they used too many blocks in their solution and they could try
again. At any time, students were given the option to continue trying to solve the challenge level (for up to 40
minutes), or quit to explore computer-based science simulations.
Students’ self-efficacy for programming was measured by a 7-point Likert-scale survey before and after
gameplay, in which students rated their confidence in their ability to write, interpret, debug, and choose correct
code. Students were asked questions like, “If something is wrong with your code, how confident are you that you
can fix it?”. Student intrinsic motivation for the game was also measured using a 7-point Likert-scale survey that
asked students how interesting, exciting, enjoyable, and fun they found the game in general, across the two days
of gameplay and the challenge level. To measure persistence in future coding, students were given the option of
taking a handout that referred them to various websites where they could learn more about coding.
Gameplay data was collected using screen recordings and embedded log capture. Due to technical
difficulties, some video and log data was lost, so all measures of student coding behaviors and time spent coding
only involve a portion of the total study sample (n=9 for each group). We did an exploratory analysis of the
gameplay data to find in-game behaviors that indicated students’ approach and response to challenge during
gameplay. This analysis helped us identify one measure of in-game persistence, and one measure of challengeseeking during gameplay. In-game persistence was measured by time spent playing coding levels vs. bonus
levels. Challenge-seeking during gameplay was measured by how often students chose to engage in challenging
learning behaviors by contrasting the percentage of levels that students completed with either basic,
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intermediate, or complex code. Students had access to two types of coding blocks: “action” blocks make the
character walk or jump, while “parameter” blocks include repeating loops and if/then conditional commands
that need to be filled with action blocks in order to work. Codes that only used action blocks were labeled
“basic”, codes that implemented rote usage of parameter blocks were labeled “intermediate”, and codes that
adapted parameter blocks to suit the given problem were labeled “complex”. We coded each game level’s
difficulty by indicating how parameter or action blocks could be used in that level. Easy levels required only
using action blocks, medium levels allowed students to use action blocks and one parameter block, and hard
levels allowed students to use action blocks and multiple parameter blocks.

Findings
Learning outcomes

Students in both conditions started with equivalent prior knowledge, and learned from pretest to posttest, but the
Full condition acquired less programming knowledge from gameplay. T-tests found no significant difference
between conditions on the coding skills pretest, t(35) = 0.12, p = .91, or mean GPA scores, t(35) = 1.63, p = .11.
An ANCOVA with pretest as covariate revealed that students in the Full condition performed worse on the posttest
than the Minimal condition, F(1,34) = 6.50, p = .02, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = 0.16. When controlling for prior knowledge, Full Game
students scored 22% lower than Minimal Game students at posttest (Table 1). These results imply that, contrary
to our hypotheses, students who played the Full Game learned less than students who played the Minimal Game.

Persistence measures

Also contrary to our hypothesis, measures of persistence indicated that students who played the Full Game were
less persistent at coding tasks.
On the challenge task, where students were given an impossible coding problem that they could quit at
any time, students who played the Full Game persisted about 8 mins or 30% less than those who played the
Minimal Game (Table 1), t(35) = 2.61, p = .01; d = 0.88. So students in the Full condition gave up sooner on a
hard challenge set within the context of the game than students who were in the Minimal condition.
Table 1: Student learning and persistence scores

*Significant difference in scores, p < .05. Challenge times are in minutes.
Pretest
SE

Posttest
M
SE

Challenge Time
M
SE

Game

n

M

Full

18

1.97

0.18

7.58*

0.61

19.08*

2.31

Minimal

19

1.99

0.15

9.76

0.60

27.01

1.98

While persistence on the challenge task shows students’ willingness to persist within their respective
game environments, we also wanted to assess whether students would persist at coding in general, beyond the
confines of the study. We found that students who played the Full Game were less likely to want to pursue future
coding activities. A chi-square test demonstrated that fewer students in the Full Game condition voluntarily took
a handout explaining where they could learn more about coding, 𝛸𝛸 2 (1, N = 37) = 4.56, p = .03.
Students in the Full Game also failed to persist at coding during gameplay. Students who played the Full
Game spent more time playing bonus levels and less time on coding levels during the second gameplay session.
A repeated measures ANOVA of time on coding levels showed that there was a significant interaction between
condition and gameplay session, F(1,16)= 5.18, p = .04. On the first day of gameplay, students across both
conditions spent the same amount of time playing coding levels (MFull = 35.47, SEFull = 0.90; MMinimal = 34.95,
SEMinimal = 0.90) even though students in the Full version of the game had access to bonus levels with no learning
content. However, during the second play session, students who played the Full Game spent less time on coding
levels than students who played the Minimal Game (MFull = 26.95, SEFull = 2.11; MMinimal = 33.90, SEMinimal = 2.11),
t(16) = 2.33, p = .03, d = 1.17. This implies that by the second day of gameplay, when the novelty of the game
had worn off, students who played the Full Game persisted less at coding and instead spent more time on noncoding, bonus levels.
Students in the Full condition were also less likely to engage in challenging coding behaviors,
particularly in challenging situations. For instance, students in the Full condition tended to shy away from writing
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complex code on hard problems. A repeated measures ANOVA showed that condition had a significant effect on
the level of complexity of the code that students used in their first attempt to solve hard problems, F(2,32) = 4.29,
p = .02, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = 0.21. Specifically, students who played the Full Game were more likely to use intermediate code in
their first attempt at a hard problem, t(16) = 2.23, p = .04, d = 1.12, and less likely to use complex code in their
first attempt at a hard problem, t(16) = 2.45 p = .03, d = 1.23. These differences were significant after applying
Scheffé’s method for alpha correction for family-wise Type 1 error rate control. The same pattern appeared when
we looked at the type of code students used to complete a problem. A repeated measures ANOVA showed a
significant interaction between condition, coding complexity (basic, intermediate, complex), and problem
difficulty (medium vs. hard) on percentage of problems completed F(2,32) = 10.50, p < .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = 0.40. Relative
to the Minimal condition, the Full condition solved a larger percentage of hard problems with intermediate code,
t(16) = 2.66, p = .02, d = 1.33, and a smaller percentage of hard problems with complex code, t(16) = -3.22, p =
.01, d = 1.61 (Table 2). Again, these differences were significant after applying Scheffé’s method for alpha
correction for family-wise Type 1 error rate control. These results indicate that students who played the Full Game
were less willing to take risks in challenging situations; they chose to attempt less complicated code when first
trying to solve hard problems and when completing them.
Table 2: Percent of levels completed with various sophistications of code
Medium Levels

Hard Levels

Minimal Game

Full Game

Minimal Game

Full Game

Complex

15%

22%

34%*

9%

Intermediate

18%

16%

31%*

46%

67%

62%

36%

45%

Basic

*Significant difference in scores, p < .05. Note: all easy levels are solved with basic code.

To test the relationship between persistence, risk taking, and learning, we explored the association
between persistence measures and learning outcomes. A regression of persistence times on post-test scores,
controlling for condition and pretest score, revealed that persistence on the challenge task trended towards
predicting learning, 𝛽𝛽 = 0.46, t(32) = 1.952, p = .06. The model predicted a significant amount of the variance in
posttest scores R2adj = 0.26, F(4,32) = 4.15, p = .01. There was no interaction between challenge time and condition
and there was no main effect of condition. So regardless of condition, the more students persisted on the challenge
task, the better they did on the posttest. Challenge time and percent of hard levels completed with complex code
were highly correlated r(16) = 0.54, p = .02, but willingness to take risks and use complex code on hard problems
was more predictive of learning. A linear regression controlling for condition and pretest score found that percent
of hard levels solved with complex code predicted a significant amount of the variance in posttest scores R2adj =
0.53, F(4,13) = 5.84, p < .01. Again, there was no interaction with condition; regardless of condition, students
who used challenging code to solve hard problems did better on the posttest. Specifically, every 10% increase in
the proportion of hard levels students completed with complex code was associated with a 0.87 point increase in
posttest score, t(13) = 3.27, p < .01. In other words, the more students attempted challenging coding behaviors on
hard levels, the more they learned.
Challenge-seeking behaviors also predicted student persistence on the challenge task. A linear regression
showed that the percent of hard problems that students completed with complex code predicted the amount of
time students spent on the challenge task before giving up, 𝛽𝛽 = 0.54, t(16) = 2.59, p = .02. Percent of hard problems
completed with complex code also predicted a significant amount of the variance in challenge time R2adj = 0.25,
F(1,16) = 6.731, p = .02. So students who risked getting hard problems wrong by using more complex code, also
spent more time persisting at the challenge task. One possible explanation for this finding is that students who
engaged in more complex coding during the game persisted longer on the challenge task, because they had
developed more strategies (both intermediate and complex codes) to attempt before giving up on the challenge
task. In other words, we suspect that the effect of persistence on posttest scores was mediated by challenge-seeking
behavior, however we did not have the statistical power to detect these affects, since we only had in-game behavior
data for half of our sample (n=9 per condition). Another possibility is that the features of the Full Game are having
two independent effects by leading players to engage in both less challenge-seeking and less persistence in the
face of challenge, which both negatively affect learning.
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Self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation

Conditions did not differ in their coding self-efficacy before game play, t(35) = 0.939, p = .35. A repeated
measures ANOVA on pre and post self-efficacy ratings found a main effect of time F(1,35)= 84.01, p < .01, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 =
0.71 and a significant interaction F(1,35)= 4.30, p = .05, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = 0.11. This suggests that while students in both
conditions gained self-efficacy from pre to post, the Full condition made significantly smaller gains (Pre-Post
Gains: MFull = 1.90, SEFull = 0.40; MMinimal = 3.01, SEMinimal = 0.36). Contrary to our hypothesis, self-efficacy was
not correlated with persistence measures or posttest scores, p’s > .09.
There was no significant difference between conditions in their intrinsic motivation for playing the game.
Both conditions found the game equally enjoyable, giving fairly high average ratings on the 7-point intrinsic
motivation survey t(35) = 1.06, p = .30, (MFull = 5.25, SEFull = 0.35; MMinimal = 5.75, SEMinimal = 0.32). Intrinsic
motivation was not related to persistence measures or posttest scores, p’s > .15.

Conclusions and implications

Contrary to our hypotheses, we found that students who played the Full version of a coding game, with many
standard game features, showed less persistence at challenging coding tasks compared to students who played a
Minimal version of the game, with many game features removed. When given an impossible coding problem
within the context of the game environment, students in the Full condition gave up more quickly. Fewer students
in the Full condition wanted to pursue future coding after the study ended. During the second gameplay session,
after the novelty of the game had worn off, students who played the Full Game were more likely to spend time
playing content-free “bonus” levels and less time playing coding levels. In addition to demonstrating less
persistence at challenging tasks, exploratory analyses revealed that students who played the Full Game chose to
engage in less challenging coding behaviors by using less complex code on hard levels, where the risk of failure
was great. This suggests that players of the Full Game engaged in fewer risk-taking behaviors. It is interesting to
note that while we had originally focused on persistence at challenging tasks as a key learning behavior, we found
that the Full Game discouraged risky learning behaviors during challenging tasks. Overall, this suggests that
players of the Full Game had a less productive approach to challenge − they chose to engage in risky coding
behaviors less frequently and persisted less.
The Full Game group’s less productive approach to challenge may explain why they learned less. Use
of complex code on hard problems significantly predicted learning and persistence in the challenge task
marginally predicted learning. This was true regardless of condition. So students who had a productive approach
to challenge learned more from the game. While the relationship between productive approaches to challenge and
learning outcomes is correlational (not causal), it provides a likely explanation for why the Full condition learned
less from the game. The Full Game could have hindered learning by hindering a players’ use of complex code on
hard problems and a player’s willingness to persist at the challenge task, both of which seem to be independently
pathways for learning. Given the correlational relationship between challenging coding behaviors and persistence
on the challenge task, another possibility is that learning more complex code during gameplay enabled learners
to persist longer in the challenge task by giving students a larger repertoire of coding behaviors to draw from. So
students who were risk-taking and tried using more complex code to solve hard problems during the game might
have learned more coding techniques to try while attempting to complete the challenge task. In this case, use of
complex code during the game could have mediated the relationship between persistence during the challenge
task and learning. We unfortunately do not have enough power from this study to test these two theories.
What caused the Full condition to show a less productive approach to challenge by persisting less at
challenging tasks and not choosing to engage in writing complex code on challenging problems? The main
mechanism we hypothesized, self-efficacy, does not seem to explain this phenomenon. Although the Full Game
students gained less self-efficacy for coding by playing the game, self-efficacy was not predictive of persistent
behaviors or challenge-seeking coding behaviors. These findings suggest that other motivational mechanisms
were affected by the Full Game, which in turn discouraged challenge-seeking and persistence. One possibility is
that the Full Game was not engaging for students. However, both conditions rated their intrinsic motivation for
the game equally highly. Another possible explanation is that the Minimal Game may have felt less “game-like”
and more like a serious learning environment, causing the Minimal condition students to persist more at learningrelevant behaviors. However, when asked to rate how much the learning environment “felt like a game,” both
conditions gave equally high ratings.
A more plausible explanation for the Full condition’s less productive approach to challenge is that the
Full Game made failure more salient. When players failed in the Full Game, a huge “OOPS” pulsed on screen. At
the end of each level, star counts and points indicated whether the level was solved with the optimal code, further
marking failure when the students’ code was non-optimal. The Minimal condition did not contain these standard
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game features. While meant to provide clear feedback and encourage revision, these features may have
inadvertently intensified perceived student failure. We are currently running a second study where we are
manipulating failure feedback in the game to test how salience of failure impacts persistence and learning. Even
though in the first study the rate of failure was equivalent across conditions, if the Full condition felt more affected
by failure, then it stands to reason that they would both persist less at challenging tasks and choose to engage less
in challenging coding behaviors, where the risk of failure is great. In fact, the Full condition did show lower gains
in self-efficacy in comparison to the Minimal condition, which would be a fitting outcome since self-efficacy is
primarily boosted by feelings of success. Though we did not find a significant relationship between self-efficacy
and persistence, it is possible that more proximal measures of self-efficacy (e.g. given immediately after failure
in the game) would better predict persistence.
Finally, the Full condition may have shown a less productive approach to challenge because the Full
Game’s feedback and reward system dis-incentivized students from tinkering. Feedback and reward for students
was operationalized by their star count, shown at the end of each level and on the main level screen so that students
could see their performance on completed levels. Even if students solved a level with the optimal code, their star
count would decrease if they took too many attempts while trying to solve a level. This reward mechanism could
have discouraged students from trying more complex code, as using more complicated code makes it harder to
get a problem right on the first try. This could explain why students who played the Full Game used less complex
code when beginning and solving hard problems, while students who played a game without this reward system
were more willing to attempt using complex code on hard levels. This may also explain why Full Game players
were less persistent at the challenge task. If students playing the Full Game were discouraged from tinkering, they
may have developed fewer coding strategies to try on the challenge task, causing them to run out of ideas and quit
sooner.
We do not mean to imply that all games are bad for persistence and learning. Obviously, this study is
limited in that it only investigated a single game that encapsulated multiple standard game features. Rather, we
interpret these results to mean that some commonly-used game design elements can be implemented in such a
way that they negatively affect persistence and challenge-seeking behaviors, which can in turn hindering learning.
Future work can focus on isolating which game features discourage productive learning behaviors, and under
what conditions.
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